Recent progress in vaccines against foot-and-mouth disease
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Foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) is the most highly contagious disease affecting livestock resulting in significant adverse economic impact worldwide (16). The disease is caused by infection with the foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV), the prototypic member of the Aphthovirus genus within the family Picornaviridae. FMDV exists in seven distinct serotypes comprising O, A, C, Asia-1 and SAT 1-3 and multiple subtypes due to the high mutational rate of the virus. Currently available inactivated FMD vaccines have a number of disadvantages, including incomplete inactivation of the virus, they require multiple vaccination to maintain good levels of immunity and periodic inclusion of new viral strains into the vaccine formulation to cover new FMDV subtypes against which existing vaccines no longer protect and lack differentiation of infected from vaccinated animals (DIVA). The essential aim of DIVA strategy is realization of the so-called “vaccine-to-live” policy, which is based on the principles that vaccinated animals exposed to FMDV will not transmit the virus. To address the shortcomings of inactivated vaccines, many efforts are currently devoted to developing novel FMD vaccines, including attenuated and marker inactivated vaccines, recombinant protein vaccines, synthetic peptide vaccines and empty capsid vaccines. Novel vaccine platforms offer promising alternatives for effective FMD control. It is likely that in the near future, multiple FMD vaccine approaches will compete for diverse markets, providing fit-for purpose solutions to evolving challenges in preventing and controlling FMD worldwide.
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not prevent primary infection of the nasopharyngeal mucosa (37), and persistent FMDV infection occurs at a similar prevalence in vaccinated and naive cattle (37, 47). Thus vaccination is an efficient measure to prevent clinical FMD and spread of the virus and has proven to be a highly useful strategy in preventing the dissemination of FMD outbreaks, as shown during the 2001 FMD epizootic in Europe when the Netherlands opted to vaccinate all FMD susceptible species, but vaccinated animals were killed to regain FMD-free status and lift trading restrictions more rapidly. FMD-free countries are usually reluctant to use vaccination to control FMD outbreaks because current regulations of the World Organization for Animal Health (OIE) state that countries that slaughter all infected and susceptible in-contact animals, or vaccinate and then slaughter all immunized animals, can regain FMD-free status in three months, while countries that vaccinate and do not slaughter these animals, must wait six months prior to regaining FMD-free status (36). The reasons for this policy clearly reflect the difficulty of unambiguously discriminating infected from vaccinated animals (DIVA) using currently approved diagnostic tests and the fact that properly vaccinated ruminants can still be asymptotically infected and become carriers (38).

The first inactivated vaccine against FMD was developed around 1937 in Germany by Waldman and coworkers using vesicular fluid obtained from tongues of FMDV infected cattle. However, industrial production of inactivated vaccines did not begin until the 1947 after Frenkel and coworkers at the State Veterinary Research Institute in the Netherlands applied the culture in vitro of tongue epithelium from healthy slaughtered animals for FMDV multiplication (24). Next, in the 1960s the inactivated FMD vaccine production included the growth of FMDV in BHK cell suspension cultures, the introduction of binary ethyleneimine (BEI) for FMDV antigen inactivation, and the use of oil-adjuvant in the 1970s (25). Industrial ultra-filtration and chromatography are used in order to remove unwanted cellular protein contaminants and viral NSP. The need to further purify vaccine antigens arose not only to prevent unwanted allergic reactions to cells proteins in animals after multiple vaccination but also to allow the DIVA strategy during control campaigns (11). Following manufacturing, the inactivated vaccine goes through quality control testing, including identity, sterility, safety, potency, efficacy and contaminant FMDV NSP. Inactivated virus vaccines have been used to effectively control FMD in many developing countries, and such vaccines have helped eliminate the disease from some areas of the world (42). These vaccines usually elicit high levels of neutralizing antibodies and offer efficacious protection against homologous FMDV serotypes (12). However, conventional inactivated FMD vaccines have a number of disadvantages, including incomplete inactivation of the virus, they do not induce broadly reactive long-term protection, require multiple vaccination to maintain good levels of immunity and require periodic inclusion of new viral strains into the vaccine formulation to cover new FMDV subtypes against which existing vaccines no longer protect. It is usually done by the matching of representative field isolates from outbreaks around the world (39). Other important shortcomings of current inactivated vaccines include short shelf life, the need for an adequate cold chain of formulated vaccines, and difficulties of certain FMDV serotypes and subtypes to grow well in cell cultures for vaccine production. Additionally, the used conventional FMD inactivated vaccines do not strictly have DIVA characteristics (10). However, high-quality current FMDV vaccines properly used have been useful in eliminating the disease in many regions of the world.

More detailed information about the conventional FMD inactivated vaccines, the history of FMD vaccination and FMD vaccine banks in Europe have been described in our previous publications (34, 35).

Because commercially available conventional FMD inactivated vaccines have their specific disadvantages and lack differentiation of infected from vaccinated animals there was necessity for vaccine improvement in order to solve problems of the currently marketed vaccines. The new inactivated whole virus marker vaccines were prepared using attenuated FMDV that grow well in vitro but are harmless to animals. It has been shown that FMD viruses lacking the leader protease coding region (Lprov) are attenuated in vivo, and the use of this virus after inactivation was as effective as the wild type inactivated antigen (27). A leaderless infectious clone was used to develop an improved inactivated vaccine (49). This modified vaccine infectious clone is not only deleted in Lprov but also contains nuclease restriction sites that allow for easy capsid swapping to rapidly derive vaccines against emerging FMDV strains. In addition, the new inactivated vaccine has amino acid changes in antigenic sites of the NSPs 3B and 3D that not only make the vaccine fully compatible with existing DIVA 3ABC-ELISA tests, but also provide opportunities for
further DIVA test development based on protein 3D (49). This leaderless FMDV 3B3D DIVA inactivated vaccine in formulation with adjuvant fully protected cattle against challenge. Another FMDV marker vaccine with deletion of residues 93 to 143 in the NSP 3A has been reported to protect immunized swine against challenge with homologous FMDV. The results indicate that a marker FMDV vaccine can be potentially developed by deleting an immunodominant epitope in NSP 3A (22).

Alternatives of FMDV inactivated vaccines are also the protein/peptide vaccines. These vaccines do not involve infectious virus, are usually stable, can reach 95% purity, and could be produced in large scale at relatively low costs (45). Individual capsid proteins expressed in E. coli and small linear peptides identified as B and/or T cell epitopes were shown to be protective against FMD in livestock species (2, 52). It was found that VP1 isolated from purified virus induced a neutralizing antibody response in swine and protected both swine and cattle against FMDV challenge (2) and these peptides showed enhanced protection in swine (52). Bittle et al. (5) synthesized peptides of the most antigenic site within VP1, the G-H loop, demonstrating that these peptides could induce high levels of neutralizing antibodies in cattle and protection of 2 out of 3 animals. Moreover, in a large scale evaluation of peptide vaccines against FMD, it was found that none of the tested peptides, at several doses and vaccination schedules, afforded protection above 40%. Protection showed limited correlation with serum neutralization activity and lymphoproliferation in response to whole virus (48). Moreover, multiple antigenic peptides or dendrimers (radial or wedge-like branched macro-molecules with a peptide core attached to a defined number of epitopes), displaying one copy of a FMDV T-cell epitope branching into several copies of a B-cell epitope, fully protected swine and cattle (7, 46). Recent studies using three synthetic peptides vaccines against the A/HuBW/H/CHA/2009 strain of FMDV of 59 to 87 amino acids in size, based on immunogenic epitopes in the VP1, 3A, and 3D proteins conferring 60% protection in cattle after a single immunization (56).

DNA vaccines represent another safer choice for inactivated vaccines since they do not require high containment facilities for production, have a relatively stable shelf life, allow for rapid incorporation of emerging field strain sequences, can incorporate marker genes and can co-express multiple antigenic sites from different serotypes. Immunization with DNA encoding for full length modified FMDV, empty capsids or smaller sub-genomic regions, in some cases co-expressing immunomodulatory genes, have been evaluated in swine and cattle (3, 8, 14). However, large amounts of DNA and multiple inoculations were needed to induce a relative low FMDV-specific neutralizing antibody response with inconsistent levels of protection against virus challenges. Similar efficacy was observed when DNA plasmids were used to deliver specific FMDV B and T cell epitopes (15). Incorporation of modifications on these epitopes to target antigen presenting cells demonstrated total protection against a challenge with homologous FMDV in those animals efficiently primed for both, humoral and cellular specific responses. A novel DNA vaccine against FMD based on mannosylated chitosan nanoparticles was evaluated in guinea pigs, demonstrating substantial improvement in all the immunological parameters with enhanced protection (31). Another DNA vaccine containing P1 capsid region and NSP 2A, 3C and 3D was administered using an electroporation delivery device protecting 75% of cattle after a multiple boost (14).

An alternative approach to protein/peptide and DNA FMD vaccines is the development of immunogens that contain the entire repertoire of immunogenic sites present on the intact virus particle, thereby decreasing the possible selection of antigenic variants from the quasispecies. Empty viral capsids, also called virus like particles (VLPs), are virus particles lacking nucleic acid, with DIVA capabilities, naturally produced in infected cells and are as immunogenic as virions. In earlier studies, FMDV VLPs were expressed in recombinant baculovirus-infected cells, in vitro purified, and inoculated into animals (43). Subsequently a number of approaches have been used to deliver the products either as proteins expressed in E. coli (17) or by direct intramuscular inoculation of recombinant vectors including naked DNA (9), poxviruses (5) and human adenovirus (28). To date, the most successful strategy to induce protective responses in animals has been the use of recombinant-replication-defective human adenovirus type 5 coding for FMDV capsids (Ad5-FMD). In initial efficacy studies an Ad5 vector containing the capsid and 3C protease coding regions of the A12 laboratory strain of FMDV protected swine from clinical disease after contact challenge (28). However, although these products did offer some protection, they did not reach the efficacy of the inactivated whole-virus vaccine because only small amounts of antigen were obtained (4, 43). More recently, Ad5-FMD vectors containing the capsid from other FMD serotypes and subtypes have been constructed and successfully tested in cattle (18). To enhance the potency and efficacy of the Ad5-FMD vector approach and develop a commercially viable FMD vaccine candidate against many circulating FMDV serotypes, a number of strategies have been successfully evaluated. First, inclusion of full-length 2B coding region improved synthesis of FMDV capsid proteins by inducing drastic rearrangement of intracellular membranes involved in replication, and this change enhanced FMDV-specific neutralizing antibody response in swine (40). Furthermore, an Ad5-FMDV vector containing an extra Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) motif inserted in the HI-loop of adenovirus fiber proteins was evaluated in cattle (29). The obtained results shows that the introduction of RGD motif in the Ad5 fiber enhanced
T-cell response in cattle against serotype O1Campos, although no significant increase in vaccine efficacy was found. More recently, Fernandez-Sainz et al. (13) evaluated the efficacy of the Ad5-vectorized subunit vaccine that delivers FMDV O1 Manisa capsid and capsid processing proteins (Ad5-O1 Manisa) in swine. Swine inoculated with Ad5-O1 Manisa developed an FMDV-specific humoral response as compared to animals inoculated with an empty Ad-5 vector. Vaccinated animals were completely protected against homologous challenge at 7 or 21 days post vaccination. The obtained results indicate that recombinant Ad5-O1 Manisa is an effective, safe and cross-reacting vaccine that could potentially be used preventively and in the situation of outbreaks to control FMDV O Mya-98 in swine (13).

In summary, the main advantages of Ad5-FMD vector vaccine are: first, it does not require a high containment facility for production; second, it has intrinsic DIVA capabilities; third, it does not require the adaptation of field strains to vaccine production in cells; fourth, it is genetically stable. However, the Ad5-FMD approach still requires a relatively high dose to achieve protective responses resulting in high cost production, which is problematic for a veterinary vaccine especially in developing countries.

Over the years, a great effort has been focused on production of VLPs in insect cells because of the simplicity of this system. Recently, interest in the use of VLPs has increased, and new results from testing this technology in cattle have been obtained. Recombinant silkworm (Bombyx mori) baculovirus Bm-P12A3C containing the intact P1-P2 and C3 protease coding regions of FMDV serotype Asia 1 or serotype A were used to immunize cattle and successfully protected all tested animals (23, 30). A novel chimeric VLP-based vaccine for serotypes O and Asia 1 FMDV was recently reported to induce the broad cross protection (21) but this new approach has not been tested in cattle yet. Xiao et al. (53) have developed a co-expression system E. coli, which drove the expression of FMDV Asia 1 capsid proteins (VP0, VP1, and VP3) in tandem by a single plasmid. The co-expressed FMD capsid proteins were produced in a large scale and the chromatographic purified proteins were auto-assembled as VLPs in vitro. Cattle vaccinated with a single dose of the subunit vaccine, comprising in vitro assembled FMDV VLP and an adjuvant, developed FMDV-specific antibody response within a persistent period of 6 months. Moreover, cattle vaccinated with the subunit vaccine showed the high protection potency with the 50% bovine protective dose (PD₅₀) reaching 11.75 PD₅₀ per dose. The authors suggested that in vitro assembled recombinant FMDV VLPs produced from E. coli could function as a potent FMDV vaccine candidate against FMDV Asia 1 infection. The vaccinia virus can also be used as a vector to deliver empty capsids (5). The FMDV empty capsid particles were expressed within mammalian cells infected with vaccinia vectors; however, these vectors have not been tested as FMD vaccine in the natural host (20). A fowlpox virus-based recombinant FMD vaccine containing FMDV capsid polypeptide and 3C coding regions of FMDV serotype O induced synthesis of specific anti-FMDV antibody and neutralizing antibody, as well as T lymphocyte proliferation response and cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) activity in mice and guinea pigs vaccinated with such a recombinant vaccine (57). In addition, this fowlpox virus expressing VLPs, partially protected swine against FMDV challenge (26). Furthermore, different variations of the attenuated pseudorabies virus (PRV) vector have been used to express FMDV empty capsids, although complete protection of swine has never been achieved and no testing in cattle was described (55). Recently, a “single cycle” packaged alphavirus self-replicating RNA vector based on Semliki Forest virus (SFV) has been used to express FMDV VLPs in cattle (rSFV-FMDV). However, animals vaccinated with rSFV-FMDV vector were not protected against a homologous challenge unless they were boosted with in vitro purified FMDV VLPs prior to the challenge (19). Expression of VLPs in plants is another very appealing approach since animals could be immunized by feeding with crops expressing empty FMD capsids. Alfalfa, tomato fruit or tobacco have been targeted as FMD VLPs production platforms (51). However, good efficacy in the natural host remains to be evaluated for supporting further development of this approach.

Rapid and long-lasting protection against FMDV infection can also be achieved by using live attenuated vaccines (LAVs). The first generation of LAVs against FMD relies on the conventional empirical attenuation obtained by repeated virus passage in cultured cells. However, the attenuated viruses created in this manner may revert to virulence and be a potential source of infection with FMDV. Advances in molecular virology – creating deleterious gene mutations, altering replication fidelity, and deoptimizing codons – have provided a new way of controlling viral replication and virulence of FMDV. The genetic alteration of FMDV A12 to delete the entire L proteinase (L₆⁰) coding sequence, leaderless virus (LLV), rendered a virus with reduced pathogenicity and transmissibility in vivo. Experiments on cattle inoculated with live LLV virus showed induction of a strong neutralizing antibody response, although there was no protection after challenge with homologous FMDV (27). Bioinformatics analysis of the primary sequence of L₆⁰ revealed a conserved domain called SAP (SAF-A/B, gentinus, and PIAS). Mutation of the SAP domain within the L₆⁰ coding region also confers significant viral attenuation and, remarkably, it fully protects swine against homologous challenge as early as 2 days post vaccination (44). This evidence provided with this attenuated virus has been further supported by a transcriptome analysis using next generation sequencing (NGS) showing differential expression of many transcripts involved in antiviral response (32). In vivo studies with a genetically engineered virus containing
insertions at the region between the two polyprotein initiation codons (AUG) showed severe attenuation in cattle inoculated by a simulated-natural aerosol route (1). Other studies based on serial passaging of a “wild type” (WT) virulent FMDV strain in suckling rabbits resulted in different mutations in the L\textsuperscript{pro} region, including the inter AUG region, that led to a virus attenuated in cattle (54). Moreover, a chimeric FMDV A24 containing L\textsuperscript{pro} from bovine rhinitis B virus (BRBV), a related Aphthovirus, was attenuated in cattle and induced protective immunity against challenge with wild type homologous FMDV (50). More recently, the use of codon pair deoptimization (CPD)-based approach as a novel strategy to develop live-attenuated FMD vaccine has been applied to FMDV. Deoptimization of the P1 coding region of FMDV A12 resulted in severe attenuation in in vivo and in vitro in induction of high titers of neutralizing antibodies in swine and mice. Although no challenge experiments have yet been conducted in livestock species, CPD strategy offers a new generation of attenuated strains that – without affecting antigenicity – mimic natural infection (10).

In conclusion, a variety of vaccine strategies are potentially available for immunization of livestock against FMD infection. However, only inactivated vaccines have been produced commercially and used widely to prevent FMD. Due to the disadvantages of inactivated vaccines there is an obvious increased demand for novel vaccines that feature higher potency, safety, improved DIVA capability and most importantly, adequate coverage of circulating and emerging FMD strains. Alternate vaccine technologies described in this paper could address many of the current inactivated vaccine gaps. A summary of the profile of current inactivated vaccines and the novel “ideal” vaccines profile is presented in Table 1. Synthetic biology has facilitated and broadened the applications of FMD vaccines. For example, capsids and emerging strains can now be bench-synthesized and expressed on many platforms, including attenuated FMDV, live/bacterial vectors, DNA and peptide vaccines. One of the most promising technologies that might be adopted in the short term is the use of an attenuated DIVA-marked FMDV strain as the basis for inactivated vaccine production. In case of preventive vaccination in a FMD-free area at risk, the safe and broad protective vaccines that enable DIVA should be used. The essential aim of DIVA strategy is realization of the so-called “vaccinate-to-live” policy, which is based on the principles that vaccinated animals exposed to FMDV will not transmit the virus (33). Emergency response to outbreaks will require fast acting DIVA compatible vaccines with long-term stability of the ready to use product. These fit-for-purpose, rationally designed vaccine strategies and their companion diagnostic tests will need to be developed based on a deep understanding of the functional genomics of FMDV and the mechanisms of FMDV virulence. It is likely that in the near future, multiple FMD vaccine approaches will compete for diverse markets, providing fit-for purpose solutions to evolving challenges in preventing and controlling FMD worldwide. Therefore, studies on the development of new generation vaccines against FMD should be continued and intensified.

### Table 1. Profile of currently available inactivated vaccines and desirable novel vaccines against FMD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Current inactivated vaccines</th>
<th>Novel vaccines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Induction broadly reactive-term protection</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single vaccination ensure a protective immunity</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long shelf life (&gt; 2 year)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long lasting immunity (&gt; 1 year)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross protection across serotypes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevents primary infection</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevents carrier state</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not require high containment for production</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVA strategy</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal stability</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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